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INTRODUCTION

According to a recent survey conducted by the International Oracle User Group, most DBAs spend too much time dealing with day-to-day maintenance and troubleshooting issues, and not enough time proactively planning ways to enhance the critical business systems under their purview. In response, the IT industry has begun a decisive shift towards cloud services to free up skilled technology resources for more productive pursuits. This transition creates a hybrid estate for most organizations, which requires new management tools and practices. Today’s organizations need versatile tools that streamline the process of migrating resources to the cloud and simplify the management of hybrid environments.

Oracle Enterprise Manager includes a Database Migration Workbench that accommodates the new APIs and management structures associated with cloud databases—including Oracle Autonomous Database. The Database Migration Workbench automates the planning cycle, helps DBAs determine which databases to move, selects the optimal migration tools to use for each move, and identifies existing dependencies within the database. For example, the Database Migration Workbench can help you decide which databases will work best with Oracle Autonomous Transaction Processing. It can also help you plan the migration process, migrate the data using the proper migration methodology, and validate the results by comparing before-and-after performance. Once you are satisfied with the migration, you can automate these management tasks going forward. Enterprise Manager launches the appropriate migration tools, moves the workloads, and validates that everything is working properly in the new cloud environment.

DATABASE MIGRATION CHALLENGES

Many customers use Enterprise Manager as the primary tool to monitor, manage, clone, and diagnose databases within their premises. When an organization decides to move workloads to the cloud, it goes through a common set of challenges in various phases including – Planning, Migration, and Post-Migration Analysis
• **Determining which Databases to Migrate**

Typically the decision to migrate workloads to cloud starts at the application level. A particular application is chosen to migrate to the cloud, typically with its entire stack. In such cases, the challenge for administrators is to find the right set of schema or databases to migrate to the cloud. With years of investment in building and fine-tuning of applications, dependencies within applications and databases increase multi-fold. Maintaining a relationship among all dependent components using traditional methods becomes extremely difficult.

A migration tool should help administrators identify relationships across various components and provide a list of candidate databases for migration. Often, administrators need to identify a subset of the database fleet for migration. They may be interested in migrating only databases used for DevOps purposes or even only databases used by a particular team in a specific line of business. Without sophisticated tools, it is difficult to maintain such a relationship model and query it when needed.

• **Estimating the Size of the Destination Database**

This is a common question that helps sponsors of migration projects to estimate the cost of migrating workloads to the cloud. Also, application administrators want to ensure that performance of applications is improved after moving to Oracle Cloud. Every organization invests considerable time and effort to optimize the performance of critical applications. So when dev/test workloads are migrated to cloud, administrators want to ensure that they can fine-tune applications with minimal efforts to reach optimal performance. Also, applications run varied workloads at various times. Sometimes an application runs a peak workload with resource utilization reaching new limits and sometimes it runs low workload resulting in sub-optimal usage of resources. Furthermore, when administrators want to consolidate multiple Databases on Oracle Cloud, they need to assess the performance impact of the aggregated workload.
Additionally, even before the migration process is started, a CTO needs to decide how much capacity should be purchased on the cloud. Even though the cloud credit based model charges, customers, based on the number of cloud credits consumed, it makes sense for any CTO to project the costs of moving to cloud for the entire Financial Year.

Without a sophisticated model, it is difficult to understand the cost and performance impact of consolidation.

- **Choosing the Appropriate Migration Mechanism**

Oracle provides multiple choices for moving data between databases. Users can choose a logical data movement method like Data Pump to move data across versions and platforms. They can choose the Zero Downtime Migration method to avoid downtime for mission-critical applications. In the case where applications are running on a cloud compatible version and platform, they can also choose a simple RMAN Backup and Restore method. Users can also choose variants of these methods to support cross-platform and cross-version migrations.

Another aspect that users need to consider while moving database workloads to the cloud is the type of the destination cloud service. Oracle Autonomous Databases support certain methods for migrating workloads but other Oracle database services like Database Cloud Service on Virtual Machine or Bare Metal support all methods. So often administrators need to analyze which method works best for migrating databases in their data center.

- **Measuring the Success of a Migration**

In the new era of agile organizations, administrators are expected to have applications up and running immediately after migration. But migration projects can take days or months. A migrated database starts accepting requests from an application only after the actual migration work is completed. Multiple issues
cause delays in the migration process. Sometimes, some part of data is not migrated due to compatibility issues, some objects fail to migrate because they are considered duplicate or there can be multiple restrictions on what kind of data is allowed in the destination database.

A database migration process is a long-running process with lots of components like the source database, intermediate storage, destination database, networking, and storage space. If an issue occurs at any of these steps, it is very difficult to identify the component where the issue happens. In such a case, if issues occur during the migration process, administrators need to go through log files for each component to find the root cause.

The success of migration also means that once the database is up and running it performs at better or at least par with the on-premises database. If this is not the case then DBAs should get a comparative report on potential issues so they can fine-tune the database.

Along with these requirements, an automated migration tool is also expected to orchestrate the entire workflow for migration. It is also expected to show the on-going progress granularly so administrators can monitor migrations in real-time. Moreover, typical migration jobs are long-running so in case there is an issue, the migration tool should send alerts or notifications to Administrators immediately. DBAs also expect the ability to pause, resume, or resubmit the migration job in case manual intervention is required while the migration is still in progress.

- **Comparing Performance after Migration**

Sizing allows administrators to estimate the size of a destination database to maintain performance benchmarks. But how do administrators ensure that the performance a critical SQL runs is better or at least remains the same even after migration? Usually, after every migration activity, administrators run multiple tests manually to ensure that migration is completed successfully in all functional and performance aspects. However, this method of ensuring performance parameters can be very error-prone. Often, SQL statements
collected by administrators to form a test case do not accurately represent critical parameters required to measure performance. Also, it is very difficult to isolate and capture a SQL statement that creates a peak workload.

To compare performance correctly it is essential to collect SQL execution data over time along with performance statistics. DBAs expect that such a set of SQL statements should be executed on the source database before migration and destination database after migration to get a realistic comparison of performance metrics.

- **Providing an Integrated Solution**

Based on the issues described above, we can group these challenges into three phases:

1. **Planning Phase** which covers identifying and selecting a source for migrations, analyzing schema for migrations, selecting a destination, estimating capacity sizing, and cost for the destination database.
2. **Migration Phase**, which covers all methods which can be used for migration based on various criteria like destination database type, size of the source database, character set and platform of source and destination database, etc.
3. **Analysis Phase (post-migration)**, which covers status of migration and performance comparison before and migration.

Picture below summarizes challenges in each phase of database migration.
To cover various needs for the migration process as explained above, any migration automation tool should cover migrations in these three logical steps. Additionally, any cloud migration tool should be secure, efficient and agile.

**INTRODUCING DATABASE MIGRATION WORKBENCH**

Database Migration Workbench is a new feature in Enterprise Manager which provides a one-stop solution for all migration needs. It integrates all the tools needed across the multiple phases of migration - Planning, Migration, and Analysis. It provides a guided workflow to drive migrations where users select the source, destination, and set migration goals. Pictorially, Database Migration Workbench follows the below approach for a typical migration to an Autonomous Database.

To provide a richer experience to existing EM users, the Database Migration Workbench enhances existing functionalities to support Oracle Cloud and Oracle Exadata Cloud at Customer. Database Migration Workbench
also keeps the migration experience consistent for all methods and destination database types. Some key features of Enterprise Manager Database Migration Workbench are:

**Unified Guided Wizard**

From the Enterprise Manager console, users can access Database Migration Workbench from the Enterprise menu.

Users can use this single tool to migrate on-premises databases to Autonomous Databases, Database as a Service running on Virtual Machines, Bare Metal, Exadata Cloud at Customer, Exadata Cloud Service, or traditional database deployments on OCI Compute in the same way. It helps users select the most appropriate migration method such as Data Pump, RMAN, Advance Data Guard from the same UI, EMCLI, or REST APIs. Database Migration Workbench also helps users move or clone Databases within on-premises datacenters.

![Database Migration landscape](image)

The below picture shows the landing page for Database Migration Workbench. Users can view a summary of existing migration jobs and create new migrations from this landing page.
Sizing Advisor

The Sizing Advisor helps users estimate the size of the destination database based on the workload of the on-premises source databases. This serves two purposes. First, it helps to create (or scale-up) the destination database to a size recommended by Sizing Advisor before migration is started. This is more important when the user is consolidating multiple Databases. Second, it also helps CTOs assess the cost to migrate database to cloud.

The destination database size is estimated by calculating historic resource usage for the source database and mapping it to resource capacity on the destination database. For these purposes, EM uses the Migration Planner internally. To estimate the size, Migration Planner

- Collects historic workload and performance metrics from the source database
- Collects capacity details from the source database
- Collects capacity details from the destination database. This is typically a specification for a particular platform like Autonomous Database or Exadata Cloud at Customer.
- Analyzes resource usage on the source database and maps it to resource capacity on the destination database

**Enhanced Schema Advisor**

Schema Advisory Report helps users analyze the database schema before migration. Any sort of data type incompatibility or issues in the schema can be rectified even before the migration process is started.

![Database Migration](image)

As we see above Schema Advisor lists objects that cannot be migrated to a given destination database or objects that can be migrated with some changes. It also shows additional information so DBAs can make suitable changes before migration is initiated (See below).
Database Migration

Integration with Deployment Procedures

Database Migration Workbench internally uses Deployment Procedures to orchestrate a migration workflow.

Deployment procedures allow users to schedule, pause, or resume the migration process at any time. Database Migration Workbench lets users:

- **View the Summary of Existing Migrations**

  Database Migration Workbench shows the summary of existing migration jobs including completed, in-progress, failed, or scheduled jobs. Users can filter jobs based on various criteria like the status of the job, scheduled time, or completed time. It also allows users to filter based on source database and destination database service type.

- **Monitor Migrations in Real-Time**

  Real-Time monitoring allows users to monitor migration jobs in real-time. At any point, the user can view completed, in-progress, and pending job steps. It also lets users predict the time required to complete the migration process.
At any point, the user can view details of a step by just selecting the procedure step from the deployment procedure view.
• **Schedule Migrations**

  The Scheduling feature allows users to schedule migration workflows for a future time. As soon as a user sets a future time to initiate a migration workflow, a new migration activity is scheduled in Enterprise Manager. It is best practice to complete all migrations at a time when there is a least load on the system. The scheduling feature is very useful for users who want to initiate migration at the least peak time and let EM run it automatically.

• **Pause and Resume Migrations**

  Users can pause a migration workflow, to proactively diagnose issues during the migration, if any. Once the issue is rectified users can resume the workflow. For example, if users notice that the destination database is down, they can pause the migration workflow, bring up the destination database, and then resume migration workflow.

• **Rollback Migrations**

  At any point, users can rollback the migration process. Rollback takes the destination Database to a state just before when migration started. If for some reason the migration process is not completed successfully, it may be easier to start the entire process again from scratch. Moreover, the rollback feature also cleans up intermediate resource usage.

• **Customize Migration Workflow**

  If users want to override certain default values in the out-of-box migration process or add additional checks, they can extend the existing out-of-box deployment procedure using Pre and Post scripts

  o **Pre- and Post-Scripts**
Database Migration Workbench allows users to add pre and postscripts. Prescripts are run on the source database before starting migrations and postscripts are run on the destination database after the migration is completed.

**Analyze Migrations**

Post Migration Analyzer helps the user assess the success of the migration. Database Migration Workbench also provides an analysis report at the end of the migration. The analysis report provides a deep analysis of what objects are migrated successfully, what objects have failed, and the reason for failure. It also shows the stage at which failure occurred like whether failure occurred at export or import.

DBAs can drill down into a particular error and find out the root cause of the error. Based on the root cause they can decide whether the error can be ignored or to take remedial action.

**Compare Performance after Migration**

Post Migration Performance Analysis helps the user compare the performance of the database before migration and understand the impact on the performance after migration. This analysis is based on SQL Performance
Analyzer (SPA). SQL Performance Analyzer automatically collects SQL statements from the Database cache and creates a set of SQL queries called SQL Tuning Set (STS).

**Production Class STS Collections**

A best practice for Database migration is to enable SQL Performance Analyzer (SPA) to collect SQL statements from the Database cache on an on-going basis. This allows the SPA to record each statement and related performance parameters. If the same SQL statement is run again and again each time only performance metrics for the statement are updated. This method is best suited for production workloads to accurately build a SQL Tuning Set (STS). STS built using this method accurately represents a SQL statement with a very high workload.

Database Migration Workbench allows users to select the best STS created by this process. However, it may not be practically possible to enable SQL Performance Analyzer and wait for few weeks before initiating Database migration to build accurate STS so Database Migration Workbench also provides an option of DevOps Class STS Collection.

**DevOps Class STS Collections**

To overcome the prerequisite of enabling collections before the migration process starts, Database Migration Workbench also provides an alternative that allows users to build STS on-the-fly from AWR reports. Users can choose the number of days for which statements from AWR reports should be considered to build STS. When this option is selected, Database Migration Workbench scans through AWR reports for SQL statements and builds unique STS. This method is simple and quick and can be used for migrations involving databases for dev/test purposes.

In either case, once STS is ready tests are run on the source database and all performance metrics are recorded. During the migration process, STS is migrated to destination Databases. After the migration process is complete, tests are again run on destination Databases and performance metrics are collected. Once performance metrics are collected from source and destination Databases, a comparative report is shown to the user. Based on a
comparison of metrics EM shows overall impact after migrating to Oracle Cloud. An example of such a report generated by Database Migration Workbench is shown below.

### Database Migration

**Report Summary**

**Projected Workload Change Impact:**

- Overall Impact: 24.27%
- Improvement Impact: 24.27%
- Regression Impact: 0%

**SQL Statement Count**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SQL Category</th>
<th>SQL Count</th>
<th>Plan Change Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with Errors</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top 33 SQL Sorted by Absolute Value of Change Impact on the Workload**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>object_id</th>
<th>sql_id</th>
<th>Impact on Workload</th>
<th>Execution Frequency</th>
<th>Metric Before</th>
<th>Metric After</th>
<th>Impact on SQL</th>
<th>Plan Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.16%</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>24810499.9937065355</td>
<td>28731499.9937065355</td>
<td>38.97%</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.07%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>10.90%</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.07%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>10.90%</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.07%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>10.90%</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.07%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>10.90%</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.07%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>10.90%</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.07%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>10.90%</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.07%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>105063061.85</td>
<td>10.90%</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Integrate with Other Tools**

Many organizations today develop in-house solutions to manage and maintain their multi-vendor environment.

To integrate any new component or solution they rely on REST APIs for easy integration.

All features in Database Migration Workbench can be accessed via all three interfaces – UI, EMCLIs, or REST APIs for easy integration with 3rd party interfaces or use within scripts.

Moreover, Database Migration Workbench also helps users create and copy a pre-filled JSON to integrate with other tools.
SUMMARY

Oracle Enterprise Manager – Database Migration Workbench helps users monitor and manage migrations to the Oracle Cloud easily. It helps users across all three stages of the migration process – Planning, Migration, and Analysis. It provides an end to end solutions to support a wide variety of migration scenarios, including non-container to PDB migrations, cross-platform migrations, character set conversions, etc. Besides, the Database Migration Workbench’s guided migration flows help determine the size of the destination Database, identify the best migration scenario, measure the success of the migration, and ensure the migrated target meets performance expectations. In summary, Database Migration Workbench,

- **Simplifies** the migration of on-premises databases to oracle cloud infrastructure with unified guided workflow,

- **Expedites** the migration process by automating end-to-end workflow,

- **Reduces downtime** by providing the real-time progress of the migration, and

- **Improves the accuracy** of migrations by providing an automatic comparison of performance before and after migration.